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You may say, “I know that Abraham Lincoln was a tall man.”  In 
turn you may be asked how you know.  You would almost 
certainly not reply semantically, Hintikka-style, that Abraham 
Lincoln was tall in all situations compatible with your 
knowledge.  Instead you would more likely say, “I read about 
Abraham Lincoln's height in several books, and I have seen 
photographs of him next to other people.”  
One certifies knowledge by providing a reason, a justification. 

Hintikka semantics captures knowledge as true belief.  
Justification logics supply the missing third component of Plato's 
characterization of knowledge as justified true belief.   

Why Justification Logic



A paradigmatic illustration of the logical omniscience problem is 
a mathematician who knows the axioms of Peano Arithmetic PA 
but does not know all their logical consequences, i.e., all 
theorems of PA.  Normally, the mathematician is interested in a 
specific easily formulated open problem O, say “there are 
infinitely many twin primes,” about which she does not know 
whether it is true. Awareness models offer a dubious analysis by 
assuming that the mathematician is not aware of O which is plain 
false: the mathematician is very well aware of the problem, may 
be even obsessed with it, she just does not have a proof of it. 

Awareness models’ resolution does not reach the core of the 
matter: logical omniscience is a complexity issue. 

Why Justification Logic



What is Justification Logic



What is Justification Logic



What is Justification Logic



Red Barn example



Red Barn example



Red Barn example



Sum of justifications



Basic Justification Logic J



Basic Justification Logic J



Basic Justification Logic J



Internalization



Basic Justification Logic J



Further principles (optional)



Evidence Function



Singleton models



Forgetful projection



Realization Theorem



Realization Theorem



Justified Belief and Knowledge 



Knowledge + justifications 



Tracking evidence 



Tracking evidence 



Moore sentences 



Self-referential justifications 



Self-referentiality in general 



Logical Omniscience Test 



Justified Common Knowledge 



Quantification and LP 



First-order LP: format



First-order LP: axioms



First-order LP: realization



Conclusions



Thank You!


